VEHICLE CHEVRON KIT
APPLICATION AND MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
APPLICATION
Wherever possible, all vehicle chevron kits have been templated to suit the exact specifications of
each individual vehicle. This is to ensure an appropriate fit and to maximise the coverage of the area
concerned.
Due to the minimal contour around the edges and recesses of panels, the chevron kit should be test fitted
prior to application ensuring that no part of the vinyl extends over any recess or edges of the panel it is to
be applied to and also to ensure the chevrons line up correctly.
All surfaces need to be thoroughly cleaned with an appropriate cleaner (3M Surface preparation system or
similar) prior to final fit of the chevron kit.
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the fit is correct, due to vehicle manufacturing processes,
we cannot guarantee that the manufacturer badge and model name cut outs of the vehicle will be in the
exact position. We would therefore advise customers to remove any badges that are not within the cut out
apertures and re apply after fitting.

CLEANING
Routine cleaning is recommended to maximise the performance and ensure the reflective properties of
the chevron kit are not compromised. Cleaning can be achieved by following the guidelines below.
Wash with a sponge, cloth or soft brush using water and a mild detergent suitable for vehicle washing.
Ensure water temperature does not exceed 140°F/ 60°C.
If using a high pressure hand spray ensure the pressure does not exceed 1200PSI/ 80 BAR and keep a
minimum of 12 inches/ 300mm away from any part of the chevron kit. The spray should be directed
straight at the chevron kit at a MINIMUM angle of 45 degrees perpendicular to the chevron kit.
If in doubt please contact your supplier for advice!
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